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About This Game

TechWars: Global Conflict is the world’s first isometric mecha MMO-Action with direct control. Apart from the simple
reaction speed, to win in every battle, you will need an impeccable sense of tactics and ability to skillfully use weapons, robots,

and peculiarities of the landscape of the area. With these skills, you will be able to destroy dozens of enemies!

The story component is based on an alternative history from Mikhail Vlad’s novels. According to the plot, the world slid into
anarchy in 2050 and now there is only one law – the law of force that is based on cutting-edge technologies. Russian ‘Dominion’

and American ‘KATO’ used their armies of giant war robots to clash in an apocalyptic confrontation of supercorporations for
control over the planet.

The player will have to become a pilot of one of the factions and take part in the battle for control over a number of locations.
The choice of a faction plays an important role. Each faction has its global technologies. The Dominion robots can cause

devastating air strikes, while KATO mechanoids can protect themselves from damage for a few seconds.

The advanced class system stimulates сlose cooperation between players. This system features the following:

Scouts: they are vulnerable but very fast; they can quickly find weak spots in enemy defenses and report such to the
allies.

Stormtroopers: the main striking force on the battlefield; they are powerful and tough.
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Destroyers: slow but extremely dangerous at long-range combat.

 Support class: weak individually, but indispensable for a group due to the ability to restore armor and supplies.

Each player can own several robots at once and use them depending on the game situation. The destruction physics of
TechWars: Global Conflict was a special focus of developers. Almost all the objects on the map can be destroyed. Partial
destruction of objects can be used tactically to create temporary shelters and enemy safe shooting zones. All this will be a

pleasant addition to the main thing – destroy all enemies in sight.
And by the way, as you're there thinking, others are already catching fun!

List of key features for the beta version of the game:

 Detailed and complex destructibility of mechs

 Destructibility of all objects consisting of a material that can be destroyed (for example: concrete, brick, blocks of other
building material)

 Over 14 advanced mechs with unique characteristics. Each mech uses a unique technological skill

 Over 100 upgradable weapons and items

 Any combat unit can be improved in several ways to gain fantastic superiority. There is a separate modification system
for all kinds of weapons. However, significantly improving some characteristics will cost you a weakening of others.

 Up to 20 mechs can participate in a single battle at the same time

 Shelters and terrain to gain advantage

  Mechs behave realistically. For example, injury to the right hand makes it impossible for the robot to use a gun
attached to it; if the left hand is injured, the robot will not be able to use short-range weapons on it.

Players can also interact with each other outside the battlefield – they can make friends, unite in clans or find deadly enemies.
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Title: Techwars: Global Conflict
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Argus Games
Publisher:
Black Sun Game Publishing
Franchise:
TechWars
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: AMD/INTEL Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 650 / AMD Radeon HD 7800 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 7 GB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and mouse

English,Russian,German
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techwars global conflict обзор. techwars global conflict. techwars global conflict скачать. techwars global conflict steam.
techwars global conflict trailer. techwars global conflict системные требования. techwars global conflict review

A good plan, but terrible execution, this can barely be called a game in the state it has been left in, it's unpolished, glitchy,
broken, and unplayable.. full review on youtube: https://youtu.be/vWcEJsh6-zc

Summary:
Game is obviously still in development but its enjoyable.

few things need improvement:
tutorial is a bit short
moving could be tough if rocks/buildings pieces are in the middle
lagged at times due to the PVP

Overall the game was fun and has the pieces to be a super fun game.
. 4/5 score for early access!

Good music. Good graphics. Good gameplay. No hand holding. A mix of StarCraft and Mechwarrior in a three quarter view
with Rogue-like mouse aiming. The mechs are varied and distinct. You can get right into a match the second your download
finishes. Well polished for early access.

It could use more maps. More expensive mechs are not noteably better than the standard starting robots. Sometimes you get
annihilated at spawn but you have to be careful not to spawn in an area that has more hostiles then you can handle.

This game puts you on a steep hill, kicks off the training wheels, gives you a slug off a beer and wishes you the best of luck.
Love it.. Techwars is a very good shooting action game with Mecha robot thematic. It's got fast pace battles, around 10-15min
match lenght. Also, on the positive note, contrary to many games, the grinding is not too intense. You will be able to gather
ressources and currency to quickly acquire Robots and items in order to try on different kind of setting and find those you like
and enjoy, while not setting the bar too low so you will still have the hype and desire to spend a bit of time to get those purchase
objectives.

The action is smooth and the graphic are good enough to make the whole experience pleasant and fun.

One negative remark : i wish it had more Mech robots available. They have a good number already, but I wish we could have
more type of weapons and robots. Still, the game is fun as it is. I hope the producer will continue to develop the game and
release more content and new robots for each classes.

Enjoy & seek and destroy. Doesnt work. Everlasting laoding screen and achivement Master 100lvl repeating every login\/Fix
this. Zero players here, even on Alpha state.

8/5/2017
Yes I have to Review "Again" because new Updates.

And nope. It still same, no players.
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The combat is simple and will more often than not, depend on if you have your cool downs ready or not.
The mech's movement doesn't feel very smooth. The terrain can be used to your advantage in a fight, Higher ground can hit
and not be hit. It can also be frustrating if you fall off a bridge and have to run for a bit to get back to the fight.

It will take a lot of grinding to unlock mechs/weapons/items and then a lot of grinding to build them. You do have the option of
buying loot boxes, but do receive one for free everyday.
It is free, but I don't think it is worth the time.

If interested, I made a video that goes into more detail.
https://youtu.be/ZOHCAhknRHk. If you like mechs you should like this. it's pretty cool so far the only thing i'm let down about
is that the game has no kind of offline/solo play. I would pay to have this game available with offline solo play.. So after an hour
of playing the game, I've decided to write my first review for a game; ever.

As a person who hasn't given a MOBA game a chance (due to the commitment of learning the whole "what to buy" and "shut
up, n00b" process), this game was very to the point: You're a mech that blows other mechs up. You have to capture points A, B,
and C. I actually enjoyed the battles and each mechs specials we're straight-forward, making it easy to implement them in fights.
There are some frame-dropping issues, as well as the servers being laggy, but as a indie game in the early stages of development,
all these issue will be dealt within time.

Altogether, the game is good and the battles can be really tactical if you have a team to work together with. Give it a chance if
you're a mech fan looking to get your feet wet into a MOBA.

7.5/10. Full game review here- https://youtu.be/JUgCVs0iTLc. quot; Тихоокеанский рубеж " только без Кайдзю. Геймплей
веселый.. Techwars is a glitchy, clunky, mess of a game. In the time that I played it, it crashed on multiple occasions, sometimes
I would freeze or teleport, and I easily killed enemies who were frozen. 2/10. EDIT: The game fixed it's lag problem and some
of the huge bugs. The control seem more smooth, the only problem is that there aren't really any players. Maybe once the game
gets more players it'll be worth buying.

In it's current state, I couldn't recommend this game.
It is too broken and laggy to actually play. Too many bugs and too much latency. The controls are horrible.
Hopefully they fix the game, it looks like it has potential. In it's CURRENT STATE, I would not recommend.. I recieved this
game from the Devs on Keymailer. First Impressions its a decent game defiantly playable with friends I feel. Anyone can get
into it fast and its very simple nothing much to it. Gameplay was nice has a nice feel to it. Theres action but its not rushing you
can enjoy and relax. The only thing i feel it lacks is content, you load the game and theres only one mode which is domination,
there are two sides dominion and Kato, but the robots don't differences. The robots felt the same and you feel like you've played
them before. I due like the game and hope the team expands upon it, adding content and possibly a story to get the audience into
the game. I want it to succeed because who doesn't love robot.
Overall i give this gamea 7.8/10 only things it needs to work on is design and content.
Keep it up. Played for 0.6 hrs]
Ok so read this with a grain of salt, disclaimer has been made..
So this game is online only and right off the bat you are picking a clan to battle with and you have little to no info on what your
choice entails. What your choice entails is your starting mech which i feel is a big choice to make. Then to get other mechs you
have to unlock them and you can unlock other clan mechs but it's harder then unlocking mechs in the clan you are already apart
of so your first pick matters a lot. If you get a mech that doesn't match your playstyle your going to have trouble getting the pts
you need to get more and better mechs. It's quite the handicap. I did enjoy my time playing and I never felt like I died because
of lag or other game reasons but I just felt like I picked blindly and got stuck with a choice I didnt really want and had to grind
to get the choice i wanted. In the end the game just needs some user and UX polish (UX is user experience which is not the
same as UI, for you who don't know)
The game is still in early access so i hope the UX polish gets completed before release, but i just cant recomend the game at this
time.

TLDR: has good potential just not worth playing at this time.

Update announcement!:
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New Premium Avatars
New Sounds
New damage of turrets
Fixed some bugs. New game update!:
New animation system
Remake of city location
Fixed some bugs. Techwars Online 1 is back and available for purchase!:
Techwars Online 1 is back on the store one year after the ban of the first game on Steam and as a result of complicated
negotiations with Valve company . Here on the link you can go to the game page: 
http://store.steampowered.com/app/444180/Techwars_Online/. New game update!:
Friends! A small, but quite important update.
Added:
- New Support ability for Dominion - Repair zone. This is the ability to land a huge rocket on the battlefield, stuffed with repair
bots.
- Expanded bridges in Sochi (jungle)
- New souns of some types of weapons and Tetra
- Edit the containers in the store
- Fixed some bugs. New update available!:
- Mechs running available !
- Stormtroopers and Destroyers partially restores their health
- A detailed system of robot damage appear. Hands, body and legs can be damaged separately.
- Jungle - a new locationl appear
- Improved graphics in all locations
-The player's personal statistics section appears.
- Full support for the gamepad
- Two new music tracks
- Achievements available!. Update announcement!:
That's what we're waiting for in the next game update at 1-2 weeks

- mechs will be able to run
- Stormtroopers and Destroyers will be able to partially restore their health
- A detailed system of robot damage will appear. Hands, body and legs can be damaged separately.
- Jungle - a new location will appear
-Will improve the graphics in all locations
-The player's personal statistics section appears.
- full support for the gamepad. Обновление TechWars: Global Conflict от 18.01.2019:

 Улучшена графика и расширено игровое пространство в локации "Джунгли"

 Гладиатор теперь может ремонтировать турели и мобильные точки возрождения с помощью Wasp и Wasp 2.0

 Поправили использование способности "Время Возмездия" робота Райвен

 Исправлены ошибки верстки описания способностей роботов в разделе крафта

 Исправлена ошибка масштабирования позиции установки турели на границах локаций и в каньоне в джунглях

 Улучшена передача ощущения выстрела из АКТ-14

 Исправлена ошибка, связанная с несрабатыванием ЭМИ Вольфрам на игроках (не NPC)

 Отрегулирован урон Wasp и WASP 2.0

 Увеличено время отката умения "рукопашное комбо" Ронина
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 Уменьшено время отката умения "установка турелей" Гладиатора

 Увеличено базовое значение брони корпуса Разрушителея

 Увеличена базовая броня корпуса и ног Последнего Императора

 Уменьшена броня корпуса и ног Демигода

 Ослаблен эффект модуля "Self-repair" у Державы

 Увеличен урон орудия "FF-29"

 Изменена механика стрельбы ракетами "Harpy", и уменьшен урон этих ракет

 Исправлена ошибка связанная с периодическим зависанием в воздухе мин Стилфилда
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